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Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection is a collection of
novellas and short stories by Brandon Sanderson that provide a deeper
look into the characters, worlds, and magic systems of the Cosmere. The
Cosmere is a shared fictional universe that encompasses all of
Sanderson's fantasy and science fiction novels, and Arcanum Unbounded
offers a chance to explore this vast and complex universe in more detail.
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The collection includes the following stories:

The Emperor's Soul

The Hope of Elantris

Shadows for Silence in the Forests of Hell
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Mistborn: Secret History

The Eleventh Metal

Allomancer Jak and the Pits of Eltania

White Sand

Shadows of Self

The Bands of Mourning

Sixth of the Dusk

Each story in Arcanum Unbounded offers a unique perspective on the
Cosmere, and provides a glimpse into the different worlds, characters, and
magic systems that make up this vast universe. For new readers, Arcanum
Unbounded is a great way to get a taste of the Cosmere and to decide
which series to start with. For longtime fans, Arcanum Unbounded offers a
chance to delve deeper into the Cosmere and to learn more about the
characters and worlds they've come to love.

The Emperor's Soul is a novella that tells the story of Shai, a young
woman who has the ability to steal and manipulate souls. Shai is hired by
the emperor to use her abilities to save his dying wife, but she soon learns
that there is more to the emperor's request than meets the eye. The
Emperor's Soul is a beautifully written story that explores the nature of
identity and the power of love.

The Hope of Elantris is a novella that tells the story of Sarene, a princess
from the kingdom of Teod who is sent to marry the prince of Elantris, a
cursed city where the people are slowly turning into stone. Sarene quickly
learns that Elantris is not what it seems, and that the curse is more



complicated than anyone could have imagined. The Hope of Elantris is a
story of hope and redemption, and it is a must-read for fans of the Elantris
series.

Shadows for Silence in the Forests of Hell is a novella that tells the story
of Silence, a young woman who has the ability to communicate with trees.
Silence is sent on a quest by her people to find the lost city of Silence, a
legendary city that is said to be hidden in the forests of hell. Shadows for
Silence in the Forests of Hell is a dark and atmospheric story that explores
the nature of good and evil.

Mistborn: Secret History is a novella that tells the story of Kelsier, the
leader of the rebellion against the Lord Ruler in the Mistborn series. Secret
History reveals what happened to Kelsier after the events of the first
Mistborn novel, and it provides a deeper look into the history of the
Cosmere. Mistborn: Secret History is a must-read for fans of the Mistborn
series.

The Eleventh Metal is a short story that tells the story of Wayne, a
Mistborn who has the ability to use all eleven of the Lord Ruler's metals.
The Eleventh Metal is a fun and action-packed story that gives readers a
chance to see Wayne in action.

Allomancer Jak and the Pits of Eltania is a short story that tells the story
of Jak, a young Allomancer who is sent to investigate a mysterious cave
system. Allomancer Jak and the Pits of Eltania is a thrilling adventure story
that is perfect for fans of the Mistborn series.

White Sand is a graphic novel that tells the story of Kenton, a young man
who is chosen to be the Avatar of the Sun in the distant kingdom of Taldain.



White Sand is a beautifully illustrated story that explores the themes of
destiny and choice.

Shadows of Self is a novella that tells the story of Waxillium Ladrian, a
retired lawman who is forced to return to action when a series of murders
threatens the city of Elendel. Shadows of Self is a gritty and suspenseful
story that is perfect for fans of the Mistborn series.

The Bands of Mourning is a novella that tells the story of Waxillium and
Wayne as they investigate a mysterious cult that is terrorizing the city of
Elendel. The Bands of Mourning is a thrilling adventure story that is full of
twists and turns.

Sixth of the Dusk is a novel that tells the story of a group of thieves who
are hired to steal a priceless artifact from the Tower of Mists. Sixth of the
Dusk is a standalone novel that is set in the same world as the Mistborn
series, but it can be read independently.

Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection is a must-have for any fan
of Brandon Sanderson's Cosmere universe. This collection of novellas and
short stories provides a deeper look into the characters, worlds, and magic
systems of the Cosmere, and is perfect for both new and longtime fans
alike.
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Fantasy Technology and Politics: A Deep Dive
into the Interwoven Worlds of Magic and Power
Fantasy literature has long captivated readers with its immersive worlds,
epic battles, and compelling characters. However, beyond the surface-
level...

Come To This Court And Cry: A Tale of Love,
Loss, and Redemption
Come To This Court And Cry is a powerful and moving novel that
explores the themes of love, loss, and redemption. The novel tells the
story of a young woman...
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